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unambiguous matching between selected features of both
signatures. This allows on-line methods to concentrate on the
comparison of the given features [1][2]. To give off-line
signature verifiers the same opportunities, the whole process
of signing should be reconstructed, which can only be based
on stroke extraction. Several stroke extraction methods have
been introduced in the past. Some robust stroke extraction
solutions have been developed for the purpose of recognizing
handwritten text [3][4] and there seems to be an extensively
wide study of extracting strokes from Chinese characters
[5][6][7][8]. However, these methods tend to work at a high
level of abstraction (they focus on recognizing letters and
words) and are thereby not suitable for detecting the fine
features used in signature verification.
An other class of methods is based on simple line tracing.
Either because the resolution of the signature is already low
[9], or because (as in the most of the cases) they apply some
line thinning algorithms [10][11][12]. In both cases the loss of
semantically important information (Based on the the list of
21 discriminating elements of handwriting used by forensic
document examiners [13]) is high. Although these methods
(as one of our previous works [14]) can deliver comparable
results to other solutions [15] they are hard to improve above
a given level.
Jose L. Camino et al. [9] guess the pen movements during
the signing by starting at the left and bottom most line-end and
then following it in the original image. There are also other
approaches trying to reconstruct the signing process. In [16]
stroke, and sub-stroke properties are extracted and used as a
basis for the comparison. A three-stage stroke extraction
method, involving an interesting stroke following method has
been proposed in [17]. However, this only targeted characters
and graphemes in. Based on own experience, these latter
approaches seem to be the most promising, because their
results can be explained (and therefore improved).
After reconstructing the strokes, the order of strokes has
still to be determined. This problem can be targeted for
example with the universal writing model [18].
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I. INTRODUCTION

recognition is probably the oldest biometrical
identification method, with a high legal acceptance. Even
if handwritten signature verification has been extensively
studied in the past decades, and even with the best
methodologies functioning at high accuracy rates, there are a
lot of open questions. The most accurate systems almost
always take advantage of dynamic features like acceleration,
velocity and the difference between up and down strokes.
This class of solutions is called on-line signature verification.
However in the most common real-world scenarios, this
information is not available, because it requires the
observation and recording off the signing process. This is the
main reason, why static signature analysis is still in focus of
many researchers. Off-line methods do not require special
acquisition hardware, just a pen and a paper, they are
therefore less invasive and more user friendly. In the past
decade a bunch of solutions has been introduced, to overcome
the limitations of off-line signature verification and to
compensate for the loss of accuracy.
IGNATURE

II. RELATED WORK
One of those limitations is the absence of temporal
information, which can be used to give an almost
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III. DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD
In the following section a robust algorithm is introduced
with the purpose to identify the way how the signer wrote his
signature. The main goal was to create an algorithm that
performs well on noisy, unprocessed images; this is why the
term robust is used here. In general, this method traces a
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even some paper point had to be accepted.
To further improve this method, “level difference” is
calculated between the points: the size of connected points
from the same class on the path is calculated, and where at
least two continuous points of the same kind are found, the
average intensity of the two points is calculated. This way a
quantified path is obtained, and the difference of the highest
and lowest level is calculated. This difference is a necessary
measure when too close points must be separated, because
going off the line and coming back again can be detected this
way.
Another way of path improving comes useful at junction
points. If one of the possible following points can be reached
from another one on a better path (the maximum and total size
of the undefined and paper points is used for this parameter)
than from the junction point, then the connection of it to the
junction point is replaced with a connection to the other point.
Loops also have to be detected and handled with care. A
loop is detected if looking ahead from the actual point for a
short distance a previously visited point can be seen and
convexly connected to the current point. During this search
the points are prioritized in the end, junction, common point
return order (the first one found is returned).

signature using the image of it, extracts control points from it,
determines their order, and finally assigns them to strokes.
This gives a graph representation of the signature, which can
be used for spline fitting.
This method is a topological feature extraction method. A
topological method was introduced in [19], where a general
human-like signature tracing method is described in-depth,
using a thinned signature and heuristic rules for the purpose,
and defining several solutions for removing noise caused by
the thinning process. In [20] a signature thinned to one pixel
width is the input for the stroke extraction and then several
cost functions are defined for determining the overall stroke
sequence.
The main goal was to improve the robustness of these
algorithms, thus the inputs were raw, scanned images on
which no noise filtering or morphological operators (for the
thinning process) were used. (Currently morphological
operators are only used for obtaining the starting points of the
signature components, but this does not affect the original
image.)
The algorithm is based on the use of simple virtual bows or
with other word, a compass. Beginning with a start point the
pin of the bows is stuck in it and a circle is drawn. Where this
circle sections the line of the signature, it gives an arc. The
middle point of this arc is selected as a possible following
point, and if it meets the necessary conditions, it is taken as
the new middle point. Iteratively repeating this step the whole
signature can be traversed, but there are several difficulties to
face.
First of all the radius the bows uses has to be determined.
For this a circle is drawn with a constant radius. If an
adequately large arc is obtained, it is stored. We start the circle
with the first white point found in order to avoid the loss of an
arc, because if we would start in the middle of the signature,
we could half an arc that is just big enough and we would
throw away its two half. After the first section is obtained, the
distance of the two edge points of the arc is calculated, and
heuristically 1.5-3 times of its size is used as a radius. Too
large values produce too rough representation and information
is lost, too small values are simply not big enough to make a
section. To decrease the possibility of a wrongly chosen radius
size, it is further normalized in the next few steps.
Sometimes it is not an obvious task to differentiate between
the points of the signature and the noise. It is assumed that
only blue ink is used during the signing. With this information
the blue domination can be determined, calculated as the
difference of the blue colour component and the average of
the other two (red and green) colour components. Splitting
this parameter range in three parts three classes of signature
points can be defined: paper, ink and undefined. In the paper
and ink classes the unambiguous points are categorized with a
heuristic threshold, the rest is put in the undefined class.
Convexity of the points was first declared as: two points are
convexly connected, if the straight path between them
contains points only over a given threshold. Later this did not
qualify because of the noisy input, so some undefined and

Fig. 1 Point reordering at starting junction point

To trace the signature the algorithm steps on and over the
points determined with the algorithm. If a point has more than
one possible follow-ups (this is called junction point) then it
continues in the direction leading furthest from the previous
point and stores the other ones. If there is no acceptable
following point then the stored points are looked up, and one
of them is chosen. If there are no stored points either, then the
algorithm steps on the next component if available. Otherwise,
the algorithm is finished. If a component starting point is also
a junction point, then the algorithm goes as far as can, then
inverts the order of the points of the stroke and continue. This
is necessary, because a starting junction point is a fake
junction.
A sample run of the algorithm is demonstrated in Fig. 2.
The algorithm still has some minor flaws, but we have shown
a way to extract stroke point from noisy signatures. The order
of the points should be handled with greater care, but this
tends to be an easy task based on [19] and [20].
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stroke points with an acceptable coverage of the original
strokes.

Fig. 4

Fig. 2 strokes of a signature: extracted points (black) and end points of the
strokes (white)

3.
4.
5.

Lagrange spline

V. VALIDATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To make further processing (especially comparison) of
signatures
computationally
feasible,
the
previous
representation of the signature should be simplified. To
eliminate stroke points with low significance a spline fitting
method was applied.
The algorithm uses the following steps:

2.

Catmull-Rom spline,

(small dark points represent the stroke points, big dark points represent the
control points of the splines)

IV. SPLINE FITTING

1.

Bezier spline,

Because of the use of several heuristic methods in the
algorithm, a continuous monitoring of the accuracy was
essential. Although we were able to validate single cases with
human interaction, a statistical validation is hard to obtain,
because of the missing on-line information. To compensate for
this, the database of the Signature Verification Competition
2004 [21] was used. This is an on-line signature database
therefore it already contains the original stroke information,
but no images are provided. The stroke information was used
to synthesize signatures similar to the original ones. Stroke
points were connected with straight lines, fading out on the
line borders. Bicubic interpolation and anti-aliasing were used
to make the final image smoother. An example of reproduced
signature can bee seen on Fig. 5. Although these signatures
are still far from good forgeries, they are adequate for testing
our stroke extraction algorithm. 1600 signatures from 40
signers (20 originals and 20 forgeries from each) ensure a
sample large enough for our purposes.

Pick m points from the first k points of a stroke and
use them as control points for the spline
if the spline deviates from the original curve increase
m (refine spline)
if deviation can not be eliminated by increasing m,
decrease k. (try with shorter spline)
if deviation is within a given threshold, increase k (try
with longer spline)
repeat until k can not be further increased

Deviation is calculated as the sum of distances of the k-m
stroke points, which were not used as control points.
The algorithm is based on the observation that Lagrange
curves tend to oscillate when reaching extreme points in the
curvature (see Fig. 3). This oscillation is detected by step 3
and will result in the termination of the loop in step 5.

Fig. 5 Generated signature

A. Comparison of Stroke Count Deviations
Without going deeper into the semantics, a rough
comparison can be given by comparing the numbers of
detected strokes on a signature (Fig. 6). There were in average
5.5 strokes in a signature which were detected by our
algorithm with a standard deviation of 2,2 This deviation is
well balanced, the mean deviation is only 0,02.

Fig. 3 Oscillation of Lagrange curves

Three different types of splines were tested (Fig. 4). Bezier
splines gave the best covering of the original signature, but
unfortunately, they only eliminated 10-20% percent of the
stroke points. Catmull-Rom performed better (80%
elimination) but gave a poor coverage of the original strokes.
Lagrange curves seem to have the advantages of both previous
spline types without their disadvantages. An 80% reduction of
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3 directions are defined in a similar way as the endpoints (1010 pixels along branches). For the matching Chui and
Rangarajan [23] describe a feature-matching method that is an
extension of the iterative closest point (ICP) method. They
determined the transformation function and the feature
correspondences applying a Robust Point Matching (RPM)
algorithm include spline-based deformations.
In our application the main idea was to use an off-line
signature database [22], apply the stroke extraction method
described in III, fit splines like described in IV, and create
artificial images of the signatures with a similar method
described at the beginning of this chapter, but this time splines
were used instead of straight lines. The images of the
generated and the original signatures were compared to detect
major differences (mainly of type a. and b.) thereby pointing
out the weak points of the stroke detection algorithm.
Measuring the distance between registered signatures is the
most critical step of the comparison. There are some different
metrics in the literature, in which region based evaluation is
applied. The mean squares metric serves our purposes.
Using the results we were able to identify and eliminate
some major problems in the stroke detection. The algorithm
described in III. is already the refined method, with a much
higher accuracy than the original implementation (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6 The distribution of the deviance in the number of strokes of
our stroke extraction algorithm compared to the original strokes. (Yaxis: number of signatures, X-axis: deviance)

Differences between the original stroke counts and detected
stroke counts can be explained by 3 main factors.
a) errors in stroke detection (not detected strokes and
falsely detected strokes)
b) incorrectly directed strokes (original strokes differ
from detected strokes in their direction)
c) incorrectly partitioned strokes (original strokes differ
from detected strokes in their length)

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A method has been proposed for detecting and efficiently
representing strokes in scanned images of handwritten
signatures. Several related problems were introduced and
solved and it has been demonstrated that applying these, a
higher accuracy can be reached. This makes the algorithm a
suitable base for further use in a signature verification process,
which is subject to our ongoing researches and will be
targeted in our future works.

Error kind a) means major faults in our algorithm, error
kind b) means minor faults (correct line detection but wrong
detection of direction), error c) is almost insignificant, because
it can be compensated with future processing (by connecting
some strokes).
B. Comparison of Detected Strokes and Signatures
To get an explanation for the differences and refine our
stroke extraction algorithm an image registration method was
employed. Image registration is the process of determining
correspondence between points in two or more images of the
same scene. This treatment is used in a large number of
different applications, from the medical imaging to the
remotely sensed data processing. There are two major
categories of the image registration, the area-based and the
feature based methods. We used this feature-based, non-rigid
image registration for comparing handwritten signatures. The
task can be divided into two major components: the extraction
of features from images; and the search among the extracted
features for the matching pairs that represent the same object
in the field of view of the images to be matched. The
endpoints of strokes and the connections are identified after a
thinning algorithm in a preprocessing step [14]. The endpoints
are pixels with one single neighbour connected, which
directions are calculated from the first 10 stroke pixels next to
the attached endpoint. As a side effect of the thinning
algorithm connection points always have three branches, these
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